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About This Game

Mu Cartographer is a contemplative game experience which combines colourful sandbox and experimental treasure hunt.
Manipulate an abstract machine that gives you the power to modify the topography and colours of the circular landscape in the
middle of the screen. It also allows you to wander through the land and find treasures, stories and other mysteries hidden in the

shifting world.

Features:

A contemplative experimental game

An experience which combines sandbox and alternative exploration/treasure hunt

An alien machine that you have to learn how to operate

A multitude of colour palettes to collect and many secret areas to find

A mysterious story which you gather the fragments

Chill ambient music to accompagny your journey
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A tool to share your favorite landscapes on Twitter directly from the game
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Publisher:
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This is freaking stupid.
Half the text boxes from NPCs don't even properly appear so I don't even know what to do or what the story is, the combat is
just unfun, text can go off-screen so you can't even see the entire messege (this made the tutorial harder than it needed to be),
you can't change directions while in midair so you'll overshoot way too many jumps (DID THESE PEOPLE NEVER PLAY
SUPER MARIO!?).
I'm fairly certain this game only got "mostly positive" because it's playerbase is a buncha furries who wanna screw the
characters.. GAME: The best Trump-voter simulator ever made. Grab a copy, some moonshine, your MAKE 'MURICA
GREAT AGAIN cap, your cousins ♥♥♥ and get ready for some killbilly action. Rating: 10/10 braincells.

PORT: This Steam port is beyond broken. No addons, graphics flashing, can't change controls, no original music. This is totally
lazy. Worth .99c not $9.99. Avoid. Rating: 01/10 dead racoons

#MakeRedneckRampageGreatAgain
. tripping ballz simuplator 2016. Easy-to-use tools make for a much faster workflow than the traditional brute-force method of
doing things. Gone are the days of manually rigging skeletal animation in Flash and exporting it frame-by-frame--this is the way
of the future.

The interface is a little overwhelming at first but this only stands as testament to the program's power. If you can navigate
Photoshop or a recent version of Blender, you can probably grasp this tool very quickly.. Such a bad "game," if you want to call
it that. Awful graphics, poor grammar, unfair and repetative gameplay, annoying music and sounds... the list goes on. I also don't
know what kind of physics engine was used, but it sure as hell wasn't a racing one. You slide all over the place if you try to drift,
or even if you're going too fast, and you will continue to spin around and around. The AI is also broken, as they can go straight
through the traffic without being phased. This is a cheap pile of♥♥♥♥♥♥ I mean cheaply put together, as the game itself is
$20... this is criminal and needs to be taken off steam.. Too much fun, Worth every penny! brings it back to true SNES
gameplay and done quite well. Multiplayer is still in Alpha and there are a few bugs but they should be fixed over time. Also a
ton of fun with friends!. The games good, great to play with friends. trippy as hell 10/10
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This puzzle game is a cute, casual timewaster that I'd rather play on a mobile device than a computer. The learning curve is also
sharp - the tutorial levers are beyond obvious, but the first real level had me truly stumped on how to get a perfect for 5 minutes.
If you enjoy cute puzzles, pick it up in sale. I got it 50% off but still feel like I overpaid. It is satisfying to crunch the robots
though.. Played this on Twitch https://youtu.be/LyqGTzWwMWM

(ENG)
Gun shooting with nice graphic & good concept of old man telling story.
I particularly liked the storytelling-ish expansion of stories and weapons.

However, I found some parts a little bit dull while playing, which felt like being put for extending playtime.

I could deflect the bullets with guns, which was cool, though it would be much better with various elements on shooting scene. :)

** Graphic (VR) 4/5
** Sound 4/5
** Story 3/5
** Action 4/5
** Overall : If you are looking for the VR shooting game, I recommend this one! It's worth buying and playing :)

(KOR)
상당히 잘 뽑힌 게임이네요. 그래픽도 깔끔하고, 건 슈팅 게임에 할아버지가 들려주는 이야기라는 컨셉을 넣어 거기에 맞게, 스토리와 무기가 추가되는 형식의 스토리텔링식 전개는 꽤나
괜찮은 듯합니다.

하지만, 스테이지 구성면에서는 플레이타임을 늘리기 위한 다소 지루한 부분이 몇 군데 존재하는 것 같습니다. 총기로 탄을 튕겨낸다는 점을 제외하고는 나머지는 계속 슈팅을해야하는데,
다른 재미 요소가 추가 된다면 좋을 것 같네요. 전투 요소에 조금만 더 조미료를 더해 준다면 완성도가 높은 게임이 될 것 같습니다.

**그래픽(vr게임 관점 4/5), 사운드(4/5), 스토리(3/5), 액션성(4/5)
**vr게임이라고 감안한다면 충분히 구매해서 즐겨보셔도 괜찮을 것 같습니다.. I saved the town by selling an unreasonably amount of baked bread to
the market which has not crashed fortunately from wood to steam age.

 Ammassed around 10k monies, I went and bought the best soldiers bread money could buy. You see 160 mechanized soldiers
encircling the thousands of goblins and skeletons marching toward this bustling little town that I baked bread in.
 Let's just say lasers could win over anything anyday :nippy:. Out of all the TS add-ons at present this is the one most definitely
worth it.

PROS:
- Class 35 in both BR Green, BR Blue, clean, weathered and heavily weathered.
- Class 42 in BR Green, BR Blue, BR Maroon.
- Class 52 in BR Blue, BR Maroon, BR Desert Sand liveries in weathered, clean and heavily weathered conditions.
- PRICE - With the 35s currently available for \u00a311.99 in just the Green livery, 52s available in just Maroon for \u00a37.99
and 42s not available at all. The price is fantastic value for all three \u00a311.99 is worth it. The locos are also a pleasure to
drive.
- Changeable route disc displays.
CONS:
- There isn't any.

10\/10. Definitely recommend
. Can't play online with friends
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